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Abstract

Commercial skived film from ultra-high molecular-weight polyethylene (UH-
MWPE) with considerable uniaxial orientation of lamellae is studied by ultra-
small-angle X-ray scattering (USAXS) and wide-angle X-ray scattering (WAXS)
during melting and crystallization in order to identify its mechanisms of crystal-
lization. For the analysis of the nanostructure two-dimensional USAXS patterns
are analyzed by means of the multidimensional chord distribution function (CDF)
method. WAXS shows that crystallization is always isotropic and fast. WAXS
reflections are observed before – under certain processing conditions – the SAXS
pattern becomes anisotropic. Thus crystallization is decoupled from a slower
process of oriented nanostructure formation (nanoforming). If nanoforming is
performed isothermally at 105◦C, the evolving nanodomain layers obtain some
preferential orientation, as long as the orientation of the melt has not previously
been erased by melt-annealing at temperatures of 140◦C or above. Crystallization
at temperatures ≥110◦C followed by quenching leads to isotropic nanostructure.

Although crystallization is always observed early in the WAXS patterns, the
USAXS patterns exhibit only weak discrete scattering during isothermal treat-
ment at temperatures of 110◦C and higher. At 105◦C anisotropic isothermal
nanoforming starts after 1.5 min.

The melting of the original material resembles an inverted random car-parking
mechanism. Only next-neighbor correlations are observed among the crystalline
layers. The average nanodomain layer thickness is only slightly increasing (26 nm
to 30 nm), whereas the long period increase is strong (from 60 nm to 140 nm).
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1 Introduction

The mechanisms of structure evolution which are the basis of polymer crystallization
have been studied in polymer science for several decades. Since industry has returned
to the tailoring of bulk polymer materials, this field is back in the focus of scientific
interest [1–8]. As more powerful experimental methods are evolving, the more de-
tailed and profound the understanding of crystallization and nanostructure evolution is
becoming.

By means of imaging methods like atomic force microscopy (AFM) or scanning near-
field optical microscopy (SNOM) it appears very difficult to in situ monitor a structure
transfer process executed under technical conditions with sufficient resolution corre-
sponding to both time and space [9–11]. Utilizing X-ray scattering, such experiments
can easily be performed, but the recorded data require model fitting or mathematical
evaluation, as long as it is not considered to apply simplified notions. Our contribu-
tion in this field is based on automatic data evaluation methods for the small-angle
X-ray scattering (SAXS) aiming at the model-free visualization of nanostructure and
its evolution processes [12–15].

If we combine today sufficiently equipped synchrotron radiation facilities with both
an advanced concept of analytics for the investigation of oriented polymer materials,
it becomes possible to study processes of structure transfer in two or three dimensions
of physical space. Recently we have already reported results on the nanostructure
evolution mechanisms studied during melting and crystallization of oriented common
polyethylene (Lupolen 6021D) [16–20]. Here we report observations that are obtained
during similar experiments on a polyethylene material of ultra-high molecular weight.
The studied material is a commercial film with application as the wear layer of skis
and snow boards.

2 Experimental

Commercial skived film (thickness: 0.76 mm, manufactured by Isosport, Austria) of
ultra-high molecular-weight polyethylene (UHMWPE) (Mw = 4.6 × 106 g/mol) is
studied. The skived film process is applied in order to manufacture films from poly-
mer materials that cannot be extruded (mainly poly(tetra-fluor-ethylene) (PTFE) and
UHMWPE). The first production step involves making a cylindrical billet by moulding
and sintering. In a second step the film material is removed from the rotating billet by
use of a blade. In this process isotropic, “semi-directional”, and “directional” films
can be made.

The material is heated to different melt-annealing temperatures (160◦C, 140◦C, 138◦C,
136◦C, 134◦C) in a vacuum and isothermally crystallized at different crystallization
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temperatures (130◦C, 120◦C, 110◦C, 105◦C, 100◦C) while two-dimensional (2D) scat-
tering patterns are taken from time to time. For the interesting constellations found
(melting at 140◦C and 136◦C, crystallization at 110◦C and 105◦C) the processing is
thereafter continuously observed in situ by means of time-resolved 2D ultra-small-
angle X-ray scattering (USAXS) at HASYLAB, Hamburg, beamline BW4 (X-ray
wavelength 0.1366 nm). The distance sample-detector is 13155 mm.

Due to a large beamstop a maximum Bragg spacing of only 270 nm is resolved. The
outer edge of the active area of the detector corresponds to a minimum Bragg spac-
ing of 22 nm. Thus during our experiments the USAXS beamline at HASYLAB is
operated like a very-high-resolution small-angle X-ray scattering (SAXS) camera.

Scattering patterns are recorded by means of a marccd 165 detector (mar research,
Norderstedt, Germany) in binned 1024 × 1024 pixel mode (158.3 µm quadratic pixel
size). Scattering patterns are recorded every 30 s with an exposure of 28 s.

Environmental data of the experiment are automatically recorded, averaged during
exposure, and stored with each pattern for later use. Absorption is measured by means
of two ionization chambers. One chamber is positioned directly before the sample,
the second chamber is mounted about 30 cm behind the sample catching SAXS and
USAXS. Parasitic background patterns are measured with each synchrotron radiation
run.

Additional measurements combining 2D wide-angle X-ray scattering (WAXS) and 2D
USAXS during the first 3 min of cooling after melt-annealing at 136◦C are performed
at ESRF, Grenoble, at beamline ID02. Here the exposure is 2 s for both the USAXS
and the SAXS detector. The setup has been described in previous work [20, 21].

Data are evaluated using programs self-written in pv-wave [22]. During data evaluation
all patterns are normalized with respect to the incident flux. Parasitic background is
subtracted under consideration of the measured absorption factor. Blind areas on the
detector resulting from the beam stop and its holder are masked. Each pattern is aligned
and centered. As far as possible the blind areas are filled utilizing obvious symmetry
considerations. This procedure is by no means arbitrary because the measured raw data
exhibit perfect 4-quadrant symmetry (fiber symmetry). The success of this procedure is
demonstrated by the fact that the resulting pattern is perfectly smooth and no intensity
steps are observed at the border between the beam-stop-and-holder region and the
region in which valid data have been recorded by the detector.

In oder to demonstrate the evolution of anisotropic USAXS during the experiments
intensity slices both along the meridian and along the equator are presented, as is
frequently done in actual studies. Moreover, examples of the corresponding inten-
sity projections are presented and discussed. As has been deduced several decades
ago [13, 23, 24] such projections but not intensity slices are related to the real-space
structure, i.e. the size and arrangement of (in the present study: crystalline) domains
in meridional and equatorial direction, respectively.
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In order to visualize the domain structure in real space the chord distribution func-
tion (CDF) analysis has been utilized [14]. For the CDF analysis the raw USAXS
patterns are evaluated. In a first step the remnant tiny central hole is filled by two-
dimensional extrapolation utilizing radial basis functions [25]. As described in earlier
work [14, 16, 20, 26–32] the scattering intensity is projected onto the (s1, s3)–plane,
multiplied by s2, then regridded to 512 x 512 pixels. A two–dimensional (2D) density
fluctuation background is determined (Butterworth low pass filter of 1st order with a
cut–off frequency rc = 1 in units of pixels) and subtracted, resulting in the interference
function G (s12, s3). Background filtering is carried out in two iterated steps for each
image. G (s12, s3) is subjected to 2D Fourier transformation yielding the 3D chord
distribution function (CDF), z (r12, r3).

The discussion of the CDF in terms of the nanodomain topology [14,27,28,33] inside
the sample is straightforward, since the CDF is defined [14] by the Laplacian of Vonk’s
multidimensional correlation function [34]. As such it presents the autocorrelation
of the surfaces of the (nanosize) domains in space in a similar manner as Ruland’s
interface distribution function (IDF) does [35–37] for one–dimensional structures as a
function of distance.

3 Results and Discussion

Figure 1 shows selected USAXS patterns of the UHMWPE skived film from the series
of experiments with a melt-annealing temperature of 136◦C. The top row (Fig. 1a)
presents the melting of the oriented nanostructure during heating of the material at
a rate of 2◦C/min. A clear two-point diagram exhibits correlated lamellae extending
perpendicular to the machine direction of the film. Increase of the long period as a
function of increasing temperature is clearly observed from the scattering patterns.
At a temperature of 136◦C the material is completely molten. Neither wide-angle
reflections nor USAXS (cf. Figs. 2,12) are observed at 136◦C.

Figure 1b shows USAXS patterns taken during the isothermal treatment at 110◦C. The
scattering patterns are diffuse and almost isotropic. Figure 1c demonstrates that some
anisotropy appears during the cooling period after the isothermal phase. Nevertheless,
at 30◦C the material appears almost isotropic.

Isothermal crystallization at 105◦C is demonstrated in Fig. 1d. 2 min after quenching
to the crystallization temperature the raw scattering pattern is becoming anisotropic
with a long-period shoulder, and slightly increasing anisotropy is directly observed in
the scattering patterns throughout the isothermal period. Fig. 1e shows the ultimate
scattering pattern taken at ambient temperature after isothermal treatment at 105◦C for
20 min. It is differing considerably from the ultimate pattern after crystallization at
110◦C (Fig. 1c at 30◦C), and shows a clear long period maximum on the meridian.
From position and shape of the reflection it is obvious that the nanoscale domains
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Figure 1: 2D-USAXS of skived film UHMWPE during temperature treatment (HASYLAB,
BW4). The temperature is indicated. Fiber axis s3 is vertical. Each pattern shows a range
−0.05 nm−1 < s12, s3 < 0.05 nm−1 with the scattering vector s = (s12, s3), |s| = s =
√

s2
12

+ s2
3

= (2/λ) sin θ. 2θ is the scattering angle. Logarithmic pseudo-color intensity
scale. (a) Heating and melting. (b) Isotropic crystallization at 110◦C. (c) Quenching to room
temperature after 20 min at 110◦C. (d): Anisotropic isothermal nanoforming at 105◦C. (e):
Ultimate USAXS after treatment at 105◦C

formed lately during quenching are small grains that have been placed in the center
of the remnant amorphous regions so that they are fairly well correlated with their
neighbors (lamellae). Such structure formation during quenching has previously been
identified with other polyethylene material [16].
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Figure 2: Heating of UHMWPE skived film. Evolution of the scattering intensity
I (s12 = 0, s3) along the meridian. Curves are shifted for clarity

Figure 2 shows a set of scattering intensity curves I (s12 = 0, s3) sliced from the 2D
patterns recorded during heating of the material. The temperature is indicated on the
right. Increase of the long period is observed. Nevertheless, the peak itself does not
become narrower or more pronounced. Finally, at 136◦C, the SAXS has vanished
completely.

The quantitative SAXS intensity changes during isothermal crystallization are shown
in the following two figures. Figure 3 shows the data from the isothermal crystalliza-
tion at 110◦C. The time label indicates the middle of the exposure interval with respect
to the begin of quenching. We observe a considerable increase of the SAXS intensity
during the first 90 s both in meridional direction (Fig. 3a) and in equatorial direc-
tion (Fig. 3b), but the pattern itself remains diffuse. The sequence of average sample
temperatures during exposure of the first 4 patterns are given in the legend. In all ex-
periments at beamline BW4 the crystallization temperature plateau is reached within
less than 60 s (The heating stage at ID02 is somewhat slower). The first 3 curves show
only diffuse scattering. Beginning with 104 s after quenching, a weak long period
indicates discrete SAXS.

Comparing the intensity slices along the meridian (Fig. 3a) to the slices along the
equator (Fig. 3b) we observe only a slight anisotropy. At the lower crystallization
temperature of 105◦C anisotropy of the discrete SAXS becomes considerably higher
(Fig. 4). With respect to crystallization at 110◦C the increase of anisotropy is mainly
an effect of a narrower intensity distribution in equatorial direction. Such a narrowing
can be explained by agglomeration of a few crystallites into a layer [38, 39], causing
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Figure 3: Isothermal crystallization of UHMWPE. Evolution of the scattering intensity
I as a function of time after quenching from 136◦C to 110◦C. (a) Along the meridian
s3. (b) Along the equator s12. Intensities are normalized with respect to incident flux
and sample thickness. Average sample temperatures related to the first 4 snapshots are
132◦C, 118◦C, 109◦C, 110◦C
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Figure 4: Isothermal crystallization of UHMWPE. Evolution of the scattering intensity
I as a function of time after quenching from 136◦C to 105◦C. (a) Along the meridian
s3. (b) Along the equator s12. Intensities are normalized with respect to incident flux
and sample thickness. Average sample temperatures related to the first 4 snapshots are
132◦C, 116◦C, 104◦C, 105◦C
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Figure 5: Variation of the scattering power or invariant, Q, during isothermal crystal-
lization of UHMWPE skived film at different temperatures

liquid scattering (cf. also Fig. 13). As is observed from the scattering curves, the
variation of the scattering power

Q = 2π

∫∫

s12 I (s12, s3) ds12ds3

appears to be nearly identical for the two series. Because of the fact that the SAXS pat-
terns are recorded using a 2D detector, Q is readily computed by integration (Fig. 5).
The increase of the scattering power during quenching is determined by the cooling
rate of the heating stage and thus almost identical in both series. The sample crys-
tallized at 105◦C shows an almost flat isothermal plateau. Some more pronounced
fluctuations of Q are observed in the plateau of the material crystallized at 110◦C.

As here we present intensity slices cut in different directions of the scattering pattern,
we are following present common practice in polymer science. Nevertheless, as has
been deduced from scattering theory at the end of the 1960ties, [23, 24] such slices of
scattering intensity do not contain the information on size and arrangement of domains
in the slice direction that is of interest to the materials scientists. Instead, they describe
the statistics of domain sizes and distances in a projection on to the chosen slicing
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Figure 6: Sketch of a distorted domain structure explaining the different information
content of SAXS intensity slices and SAXS intensity projections. SAXS intensity
projections inform on the interesting slice long periods. Additionally, SAXS intensity
sections average over all projections of “out-of-direction” long periods in the material.
The domains filled in dark color indicate a subset of domains with lateral correlation
(block structure)

direction (Fig. 6). Based on this insight mathematicians and engineers working in the
field of tomography have consequently and successfully implemented model-free re-
construction methods for the imaging of structure during the past decades. In polymer
science, on the other hand, it has become widely accepted to first plot intensity slices
in a double-logarithmic plot, and, second to discuss the observed features based on
notions that are only valid under restricting assumptions. Concerning the progress of
SAXS method this development appears to be a dead end. On the other hand, the
power of to-date tomographic methods indicates that a real-space-analysis method of
short-range correlated structure has some potential for scientific progress.

Figure 6 shows a sketch of a distorted domain structure with uniaxial preferential
orientation. According to Bonart [23] the “longitudinal structure” in the sample is
the sequence of domain thicknesses and distances measured in fiber direction. In the
sketch we have indicated some of the corresponding “section long periods” by black,
horizontal lines. As a result of the Fourier slice theorem the information on this struc-
tural feature is contained in the projection of the scattering intensity onto the fiber
axis [23, 24]. On the other hand, the popular intensity sections (in the example: “in
fiber direction”) contain information on the section long period plus the projections
of all “out-of direction” long periods on the (example) fiber direction. In the sketch
some of the corresponding additional long periods are indicated by gray, bold horizon-
tal lines. From this mathematical relation it should be clear that – if the correlation
among domains is decreasing as a function of their distance from each other – the in-
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tensity section will most probably exhibit a long period peak that is almost invisible in
the intensity projection.

Figure 7 shows the evolution of the projected SAXS intensities during quenching and
isothermal crystallization of the UHMWPE skived film. As compared to the corre-
sponding sections here only a faint indication of discrete SAXS is observed. Thus the
evolution of domain anisotropy and its relation to the already addressed liquid scatter-
ing appears much clearer in this plot that is based on proper application of scattering
theory.

Analysis of the recorded data in real space has been performed by means of the multi-
dimensional CDF [14]. One of the resulting CDFs, z (r), and its features is presented
in Fig. 8. The left plot in the figure presents a view of the CDF. The central elevation
may be considered a double triangle that is subjected to some disorientation distribu-
tion. Moderate disorientation can explain the fact that the observed valley between
the triangles (Fig. 8(b)) is not deep. From the position of the maximum (a) along the
meridian (r3-direction) the average thickness of the nanoscale layers is determined.
The lateral extension (c) of the triangles in equatorial (r12-direction) shows the lateral
extension of the lamellae. After most of the imperfect domains are molten at 130◦C,
we determine a maximum lateral layer extension of 160 nm from the half base length
of the triangular peak.

The drawing on the right-hand side of Fig. 8 shows meridional slices through the CDF
as a function of temperature during the heating of the UHMWPE skived film. These
curves are known as interface distribution functions (IDF) [35]. They exhibit the size
and arrangement of domains in meridional direction. Similar to a tomogram CDF
and IDF are computed without making model assumptions on structure. Structure de-
scription is following thereafter, based on the features of the image. The arrow in
Fig. 8 indicates the long-period depression (“peak”) in the IDFs. To the right of the
long-period depression no further undulations are visible in the IDF. Such undulations
in the IDF would be indicative for cooperative correlation among the crystalline do-
mains. From the missing of correlations it can be concluded that the long period found
in the scattering patterns of this material does neither describe a repeat distance in
a lattice nor an average repeat in a stack of lamellae. Instead, the nanostructure of
the material is dominated by only next-neighbor correlations. An analysis of such a
primitive kind of inter-domain correlation has been performed in recent work [16–18],
where it was explained by Rényi’s random car-parking process [40–43]. In the field
of polymer science, already in 1978 Schultz et al. [44] have inferred a predominantly
random crystallization mechanism from time-resolved SAXS studies of polyethylene
crystallization. Concerning melting of polyethylene, a study of Schultz et al. [45] has
indicated a random melt-out (e.g. “de-parking”) of crystallites based on SAXS data
from isotropic polyethylene.

In order to demonstrate the validity of Schultz’s “de-parking” mechanism we plot the
positions of the first maximum of the IDFs and the positions of the minimum in the
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Figure 7: Isothermal crystallization of UHMWPE. Evolution of the projected scat-
tering intensity {I} as a function of time after quenching from 136◦C to 105◦C. (a)
Projected to the meridional direction s3. (b) Projected to the equatorial plane s12. In-
tensities are normalized with respect to incident flux and sample thickness. Average
sample temperatures related to the first 4 snapshots are 132◦C, 116◦C, 104◦C, 105◦C
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Figure 8: Multidimensional CDF with fiber symmetry from BW4 data. UHMWPE
during heating at 131◦C. Left: CDF z (r). The double-arrow indicates the meridional
direction. The emphasized curve on the meridian is Ruland’s interface distribution
function (IDF) [35]. Right: IDFs during heating as a function of temperature. Long
periods presented in this work are determined from the positions of the minima (arrow)

IDFs as a function of temperature. In a strongly distorted nanostructure the first pa-
rameter value is an approximate value of the average domain thickness (“car-breadth”).
The other parameter describes the average distance between two domains (“cars”). The
result is shown in Fig. 9. During the heating of the material the most probable thick-
ness of the layers is only slightly increasing from 26 nm to 30 nm, whereas the long
period is strongly increasing from 60 nm to 140 nm. Thus, to a first approximation,
the melting is described by a process in which the “parking ground” is randomly and
continuously emptied from crystallites.

While the original structure exhibits lamellae of up to 160 nm width, after oriented
recrystallization the width of the nanoscale layers has dropped to less than 90 nm, as is
derived from the lateral extension of the corresponding peaks in the multidimensional
CDFs.

For the data from the anisotropic crystallization experiment the CDFs have been ana-
lyzed in the same manner as for the heating process. Figure 10 shows the most proba-
ble layer thickness and the long period as a function of crystallization time. During the
initial cooling from 136◦C to 105◦C an increase of the average domain thickness from
14 nm to 24 nm is observed. This thickness growth is accompanied by a decrease of the
long period. After the initiation period the average layer thickness is slightly increas-
ing throughout the whole isothermal period, whereas the long period is continuously
decreasing during the first 10 min from 70 nm to 57 nm. Such a long period decrease
is compatible with space filling in a random car parking process [17, 18, 41, 44, 46].
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a b

Figure 11: Combined WAXS/USAXS data of native UHMWPE skived film (Data from
ESRF, ID2). The fiber direction is indicated. WAXS intensity is on logarithmic scale.
The offset WAXS detector covers an area around the equator of the WAXS pattern.
USAXS intensities are on a linear scale. The area of the USAXS patterns covers a
range −0.09 nm−1 ≤ s12, s3 ≤ 0.09 nm−1

9 min after quenching to the nanoforming temperature a narrow long period peak in
the CDF begins to grow broad and high, whereas the early long period is vanishing.
Thus a second mechanism of domain arrangement is started after several minutes from
a correlation with narrow “grains”. With a long-period value of 64 nm it is very close
to the long period of the original skived film. We have no explanation for this process
but speculate that such a transition will only be observable in very poorly ordered
materials like the one presented in this study.

At room temperature after final quenching a considerable decrease of both layer thick-
ness and long period is observed, as is expected for a semicrystalline nanostructure
which is dominated by next-neighbor correlations.

Based on the results of our SAXS experiments carried out at beamline BW4 we have
initially set up the hypothesis that the UHMWPE skived film requires a considerable
undercooling before crystallization starts. In order to test this hypothesis we have
had to carry out combined simultaneous 2D WAXS/USAXS measurements with high
time resolution (2 s exposure) during cooling of the material. Such measurements can
not be performed at HASYLAB, but at beamline ID02 of ESRF, Grenoble. For the
original material before temperature treatment the combined WAXS/USAXS data are
presented in Fig. 11. The 2D WAXS pattern is recorded by an offset CCD detector
monitoring a region around the equator of the pattern (sample was rotated by 90◦ with
respect to the usual sample orientation at ID02). The intensity is on a relative loga-
rithmic scale. Obviously the WAXS pattern is isotropic, whereas the USAXS pattern
exhibits preferential orientation of lamellae with their planes extending perpendicular
to the machine direction (fiber axis) of the skived film.

Figure 12 shows combined WAXS/SAXS data recorded during quenching of the skived
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Figure 12: Combined WAXS/USAXS data of UHMWPE skived film recorded during
cooling from a melt-annealing temperature of 136◦C (Data from ESRF, ID2). The fiber
direction is indicated. WAXS intensities are on a relative logarithmic scale. The offset
WAXS detector covers an area around the equator of the WAXS pattern. The principal
polyethylene crystal reflections are indicated. They are found to be isotropic. USAXS
intensities are on an absolute linear scale

film from 136◦C. In the USAXS patterns from the initiation period of nanostructure
formation only an increase of diffuse and isotropic scattering is observed. On the other
hand, the WAXS patterns exhibit the main crystalline reflections of polyethylene, as
soon as the sample temperature drops to 122◦C. The observed isotropic WAXS reflec-
tions demonstrate random orientation of the crystallites.

Because we have been faced with an unsustainable argument it appears worth to be
noted that the isotropy of only the (110) and the (200) reflections is sufficient to state
that the crystallites in the material are oriented at random. This is strictly true, even if
we do not have any direct information on the chain direction and corresponding (00`)
reflections. Whenever the normal plane to the chain directions (as defined, e.g., by
(110) and (200)) is distributed at random, as well the normal itself must be distributed
at random. Only in the case of observed anisotropy the orientations of (110) and (200)
reflections are not indicative of the chain orientation.

Despite the random orientation of crystallites (isotropy), anisotropic nanostructure for-
mation is induced by proper choice of the isothermal crystallization temperature. This
our observation demonstrates that nanostructure formation in semicrystalline mate-
rials may only be loosely coupled to the formation of crystals. First formed in the
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Figure 13: Model of a layer made by agglomeration in a plane of 3 differently oriented
crystallites (pebbles). The plane is normal to the fiber direction (pencil)

UHMWPE skived film are small crystals with random orientation and random place-
ment. Second, the formation of more or less oriented imperfect lamellae extending
perpendicular to the machine direction of the film can be induced by proper choice
of an isothermal nanoforming temperature. According to our results these “lamellae”
can be imagined as clusters made from agglomerated and randomly oriented crystal-
lites (Fig. 13) On a higher level these lamellae are correlated to each other by only a
random sequential volume filling process (“random car parking”) [17, 18, 41, 44, 46].
Finally, during quenching, small nanometer-size grains are placed in the center of the
remnant amorphous layers. This placement causes the observation of a distinct long
period in the final scattering pattern of the processed material (Fig. 1e).

Our results support the notion of Strobl [47] that lamellae of polymer nanostructure
may be generated by merging of blocky nanodomains. Here the corresponding blocks
are clearly identified by their crystalline nature and discriminated from the nanodomain
structure by their early formation and random orientation, as can be seen in Fig. 12.
Compared to our earlier studies on the oriented crystallization of polyethylene with
lower molecular weight the main difference is the fact that a rather high undercooling
of the melt is required in order to generate oriented nanodomains and that for the
first time a rather slow isothermal nanoforming process has been found that is clearly
separated from the preceeding fast crystallization process. We speculate that the lateral
clustering of randomly oriented crystallites that is already observed with the untreated
UHMWPE skived film may have been introduced in the elongation step during the
manufacturing of the film.
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4 Conclusions

Our study shows that in the field of polymer materials research a synchrotron radiation
setup for USAXS is a valuable tool to identify interesting processing conditions of
nanostructure formation from a polymer melt. On a standard SAXS beamline with a
limiting resolution of 50 nm to 100 nm the anisotropy of the pattern would have been
overseen. In the first step temperature is changed manually, and the response of the
material can immediately be observed. Then, in a second experiment, the evolution
of the materials’ nanostructure is continuously recorded as a function of processing
conditions. For this purpose it is advantageous to have a setup which allows the obser-
vation of both 2D-USAXS and 2D-WAXS, as the results of our auxiliary experiment
at the ESRF have shown. Such USAXS/WAXS coupling with fast exposure has been
an essential precondition to our finding that crystallization and (anisotropic) forming
of nanostructure need not be closely related. We admit that the observed nanostruc-
ture evolution process is most probably not a general one. Nevertheless it shows that
random orientation of polymer crystallites does not necessarily go along with random
orientation of lamellae. On the other hand, a layer arrangement according to the simple
random car parking process appears to be a frequent mechanism in polymer two-phase
materials with short-range domain order.
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